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Abstract. Calixarenes are a group of materials that are widely used for gas sensing studies because of their simple
synthesis, conformational flexibility, binding group tunability, variability in their cavity sizes and improved selectiv-
ity to different gas molecules. In recent years it has been shown that incorporation of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs)
into organic layers further enhances their gas sensing performance. The present study reports on the fabrication of
thin films of calixarene and AuNPs using Langmuir–Schaefer (LS) methods. The gas sensing properties of the pro-
duced films are investigated on exposure to saturated vapours of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) using surface
plasmon resonance as an optical detection technique. Multilayers comprising films of AuNPs and calixarene have
been investigated to evaluate the effect of AuNPs on the films sensing performances. It has been demonstrated that
the hybrid layers exhibited improved sensing performance in terms of the degree of their response.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, AuNPs, possessing high chemical stability,
facile synthesis, surface functionalization, biocompatibility
and tunable optical and electronic properties, have led to
many promising applications in sensing area [1,2]. To act as
a selective probe, the nanoparticles are subjected to function-
alization with a receptor molecule. The surfaces of graphene
thin films integrated with AuNPs have been presented as an
attractive approach for gas detection applications [3]. It has
also been demonstrated that the AuNPs/reduced graphene
oxide hybrid thin film shows a promising micro-gravimetric
sensing towards ammonia gas [4]. Enhanced sensing per-
formance of TiO2/gold nanocomposite thin films has been
demonstrated using optical gas sensing techniques [5]. The
role of gold catalyst on the sensing behaviour of ZnO
nanorods and nanoplates has also been demonstrated through
the functionalization of ZnO nanorods with noble metals;
this hybrid was shown to solve the problem of selec-
tivity between reducing and oxidizing gases [6,7]. Gold–
fluoropolymer (CFx(Au)) nanocomposites having different
gold contents also reveal a higher sensitivity towards organic
compounds for the nanocomposites with higher content of
gold [8]. The detection of metal ions has also been achieved
using an AuNP-based hybrid nanosystem in aqueous solution
for the determination of Hg(II) [9].
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The cavity of the calixarene provides a site for the binding
of organic guest molecular species and the selectivity of cal-
ixarenes to particular analytes can be controlled somehow by
altering the size of the cavity [10] as well as the peripheral
substituted groups [11]. The calixarene molecules are excel-
lent thin-film-forming materials to be used as host molecules
to detect both organic [12,13] and inorganic gases [14,15].
The detection of a binary mixture of butylamine isomers has
been achieved by self-assembled calixarene bilayer films on
piezoelectric quartz crystals [16]. Moreover the detection of
organic amine vapours was also demonstrated by the opti-
cal chromogenic effect, which was found to be determined
by the basicity and the steric hindrance of the amine [17].
Calixarene layers are also known to be sensitive and selec-
tive to inorganic vapours such as carbon dioxide and carbon
monoxide [18].

Due to their excellent sensing capabilities calixarene
molecules are selected as probes to be functionalized by
AuNPs. The decoration of organic microstructures of resor-
cinarene molecules, both inside and outside, with metal
nanoparticles has been described in detail [19,20]. The
AuNP-functionalized calixarene molecules were found to be
promising materials for detection of metal ions [21,22].

In this work AuNPs thin films, calixarene bilayer films
and AuNPs–calixarene hybrid films have been fabricated via
Langmuir–Schaefer (LS) thin-film fabrication techniques.
UV–visible spectroscopy and surface plasmon resonance
(SPR) technique have been employed for the characterization
of the prepared thin films. SPR is known as a highly sensitive
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method for the determination of bio-analytes, where com-
mercial SPR systems (e.g., Reichert4SPR 4 Channel SPR
system) are in use, which provide real-time determination of
interactions and kinetic studies. The SPR sensor has vari-
ous advantages such as high sensitivity, good selectivity, low
cost [23], do not need electrical contacts and do not suffer
from electromagnetic noise [24]. The experimentally mea-
sured SPR curves were fitted using the Winspall software to
evaluate the films’ thickness as well as their optical param-
eters (n and k). To the best of our knowledge the thick-
ness and optical parameters of hybrid thin films of calixarene
molecules deposited onto AuNPs monolayer are reported for
the first time. The gas sensing properties of the hybrid films
have been investigated by measuring the shift of the maxima
of the UV–visible spectra as well as the SPR shift of the thin
films under exposure to saturated vapour concentrations of
the gas molecules.

2. Experimental

2.1 Materials

Commercial dodecanethiol (CH3(CH2)11SH)-encapsulated
gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) with 2 nm particle size (pur-
chased from PlasmaChem GmbH, Germany) [25] and
calix[4]arene-17C were used in this work. The chem-
ical structures of the AuNPs and calixarene molecules
can be found elsewhere [26,27]. Hexamethyldisilazane
(HMDS) was purchased from Sigma–Aldrich, while chlo-
roform (CHCl3) and isopropanol (IPA) were obtained from
Fisher Scientific. The analyte gas molecules selected in
the present work were benzene, toluene, chloroform and
dichloromethane (DCM) because of their toxicity and harm-
ful effects on human health; all of them were purchased from
Sigma–Aldrich.

2.2 LS film fabrication and characterization

Gold-thiolated solution was prepared using chloroform
(CHCl3) as solvent with the concentration of 1 mg ml−1. The
solution was used for the deposition of LS monolayer films
at the water–air interface in a computer-controlled trough
(NIMA-Type: 611). The Wilhemly plate was used to mea-
sure the surface pressure of the nanoparticles’ monolayer.
After evaporation of solvent for about 5–10 min, the floating
film resulting from spreading 500μl of solution on the water
surface was compressed at a rate of 20 cm2 min−1 and the
corresponding isotherms were acquired. AuNPs films were
deposited onto glass substrates by using LS deposition at a
surface pressure of 18 mN m−1. The substrates were cleaned
prior to deposition by chloroform and then IPA and distilled
water, dried with N2 flux, and finally treated with HMDS to
be hydrophobic. All these procedures were carried out in a
Class 10,000 clean room at room temperature. The calixarene
thin film and the hybrid thin film were fabricated using the
same procedure for multilayer fabrication.

2.3 Gas sensing experiments

The SPR technique measures the light intensity as a function
of the angle of incidence between two media, which con-
sists of a metal and a dielectric. The dielectric properties of
the sensing layer (mainly index of refraction and extinction
coefficient) as well as its thickness can be significantly influ-
enced by the properties of the medium interfacing the sensing
layer that is deposited onto the surface plasmon supporting
layer (Au). To investigate the gas sensing properties of the
sensing layer a resonance condition is established at a cer-
tain angle of incidence of a p-polarized light beam (typically
from a He–Ne laser source), which is sensitive to the prop-
erties of this layer and its surrounding ambient. The change
in light intensity as a function of time due to gas exposure
is monitored around the resonance angle position by fixing
the angle of incidence. A Biosuplar 6 Model spectrometer
with a low-power laser diode (630–670 nm) light source was
employed to monitor the SPR curves with an angular resolu-
tion of about 0.003◦. A glass prism (n = 1.62) was mounted
within a holder and a compatible transparent plastic flow cell
with an inlet and outlet connected to silicone tubes was used
for organic vapour injection. A schematic diagram of the
SPR system can be found elsewhere [28].

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Films’ fabrication and characterization

As a first step for the fabrication of LS thin films of the
AuNPs and the calixarene molecules, pressure–area (�-A)
isotherm graphs have been recorded to determine the appro-
priate deposition surface pressure values of the monolay-
ers. The �-A isotherm graphs of the AuNPs molecules can
be found from our previous publication [26]. All monolay-
ers with different volumes of solution spread onto the water
surface form stable monolayers at the air–water interface.
Gas, liquid and solid phases with the collapse pressure of
the monolayer are clearly seen in the isotherms during the
compression of the monolayer.

Figure 1 shows the UV–visible spectra of thin films with
1 layer of AuNPs, 2 layers of calixarene as well as hybrid
films that consist of 1 layer of AuNPs and 2 layers of cal-
ixarene molecules on top. The UV–visible spectra of the
AuNPs monolayer show a broad absorption band with a
maximum centred around 584 nm at room temperature. Pre-
vious studies have shown that the maximum absorbance
of 4-methylbenzenethiol-encapsulated 3 nm AuNPs in chlo-
roform solution was around 515 nm. AuNPs films trans-
ferred onto glass substrate however have exhibited a red-shift
to about 575 nm at room temperature [29,30]. This red-
shift is believed to be the result of aggregation of AuNPs
on the substrate surface. The UV–visible spectra of the
calixarene bilayer show a typical absorbance maximum at
353 nm, which is consistent with the literature [13]. The UV–
visible spectra of the hybrid film reveal a broad maximum
absorbance value at 540 nm, which has also been reported
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Figure 1. UV–visible spectra of thin films with 1 layer of AuNPs,
2 layers of calixarene and the hybrid film.

for AuNPs/TiO2 nanocomposite thin films [5]. The suc-
cessful preparation of the AuNPs–calixarene hybrid films is
confirmed by the UV–visible spectra as shown in figure 1.
The characteristic absorbance maxima of AuNPs layer are
confirmed both in AuNPs monolayer thin film and in the
AuNPs–calixarene hybrid film, which implies the calixarene
layers transfer onto the AuNPs monolayer.

Similar films have also been deposited onto 40 nm thick
gold-coated substrates for the investigation of their gas sens-
ing properties using SPR method. The SPR curve measures
the reflected light intensity as a function of the angle of inci-
dence. Figure 2 shows SPR curves recorded over the angle
range θ = 41–52◦ for the different layer structures studied in
this work. The minima in the reflected light intensity occur
at the resonance angle θSPR, which is expressed as

θSPR = sin−1

(
εM

εP (εM + 1)

)1/2

, (1)

where εM is the dielectric constant of the metal film sand-
wiched between a glass prism of dielectric constant εP [31]
and air. A shift in the resonance angle θSPR occurs when a thin
film with a thickness d and dielectric constant ε is deposited
onto the metal film. This shift �(θ) is given by [32]

�θ = (2π/λ) (|εM|)3/2 d√
εP cos θ (|εM − 1|)2 ε

(ε − 1) , (2)

where |εM| is the modulus of the real part of the dielectric
constant of the metal film and ε is the dielectric constant of
the film. It is clear that the shift in the resonance angle is
dependent on the thickness and the dielectric constant of the
film deposited onto the Au layer.

The transfer quality as well as thicknesses and the opti-
cal constants of the thin films can be assessed using their
SPR curves. The shift in θSPR with respect to the bare gold
indicates the successful transfer of the AuNPs as well as the
calixarene films onto the Au-coated slides. The maximum
shift of 3.25◦ in the resonance angle was obtained for the

Figure 2. SPR curves of 1 layer of AuNPs, 2 layers of calixarene
and the hybrid film with uncoated gold substrate.

AuNPs–calixarene hybrid film, whereas a smaller shift of
about 0.6◦ was observed for the AuNPs monolayer.

The experimental SPR data were fitted using the Winspall
software (written by Wolfgang Knoll, developed at the Max-
Plank-Institute for Polymer Research, Germany) in order to
evaluate the different films’ parameters, which include their
thickness and refractive index, both real and imaginary parts.
The SPR curve for the bare gold film is used to determine
the gold layer thickness and optical constants; they were
then used during the fitting of the other films’ SPR curves
to deduce their parameters. The gold layer thickness was
found to be 42 ± 0.04 nm, while n and k were 0.18 and 3.35,
respectively, which is consistent with the literature [33]. The
AuNPs monolayer thickness of 2.36 nm and optical param-
eters n = 2.18 and k = 0.35 obtained at λ = 632 nm are
in good agreement with the previous reports [30]. The cal-
ixarene bilayer thickness was found to be 5.1 nm. The previ-
ous studies on the thickness of the LB thin films of calixarene
molecules report a maximum thickness value of 3.5 nm per
bilayer [34]. Our fitting results give a higher value, which
may be caused by different orientation of the molecules on
the substrate. Refractive index (n) values between 1.64 and
1.82 of calixarene films were reported [13] and our SPR
data fitting for similar films give a refractive index value of
1.7, which falls in the range of reported data. The AuNPs–
calixarene hybrid layer properties have also been evaluated
using the Winspall curve fitting, which yields a thickness
value of 6.22 nm, and optical constants n = 2.61 and k = 0.

3.2 Gas sensing experiments

UV–visible spectroscopy as well as SPR method have
been employed to investigate the response of the differ-
ent films’ structures on exposure to the studied analytes.
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The UV–visible spectra of the unexposed hybrid film are
presented with the UV–visible spectra of the same thin film
under exposure to different vapours in figure 3. For the
unexposed hybrid film the maximum absorbance has been
observed to occur in two different positions: at 362 and
541 nm. It was also shown that when the hybrid film is
exposed to different volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
these positions might change. The position of the first max-
ima at 362 nm was shifted by 3 nm on exposure to benzene
and toluene, while no changes were observed during expo-
sure to the other analytes. The second absorption maximum
at 541 nm exhibits a red-shift of 16, 23, 26 and 46 nm as a
result of exposure to DCM, chloroform, toluene and benzene
gases, respectively. A similar behaviour has been reported
for gold nanoisland thin films in the presence of ozone

Figure 3. The UV–visible spectra of the unexposed hybrid film
and the thin film under exposure to saturated benzene, toluene,
DCM and chloroform vapours.

gas [35]. The maximum change was observed for benzene
exposure, while the minimum change was associated with
DCM exposure.

The kinetic measurements for the AuNPs monolayer, cal-
ixarene bilayers and their hybrid film obtained using SPR
method under exposure to saturated vapour of chloroform
are presented in figure 4. The organic vapours are injected
into the gas cell and left for 2 min to interact with the sens-
ing layer. The interaction is based on the physical adsorp-
tion of the analyte molecules to the sensing layer surface
and it is known to be reversible as has been published
by many researchers [36–39]. The inset shows the kinetic
response of the hybrid film obtained during two consecutive
exposures of saturated vapour of chloroform, which shows
clear reproduciblity of sensor response. Similar results were
obtained for exposures to other analyte vapours (results are
not included here). The normalized maximum response for
all tests of gas exposures has been listed in table 1. It is shown
that the hybrid film reveals the highest responses among the
three different films under investigation, except for the ben-
zene gas exposure. This can be ascribed to the enhanced
interaction properties of the hybrid film and thus its improved
sensitivity to organic vapour exposures. The highest response
was observed for chloroform vapour, while the lowest was
due to benzene vapour exposure. The response and recovery
times were between 2–3 and 15–20 s, respectively.

Using two different optical detection techniques has
revealed different types of responses towards the same gases.
Investigation performed using the UV–visible spectroscopy
has shown the highest response towards benzene, which
is known with its non-polar character, while the lowest
response was obtained for DCM, which is a polar solvent.
Previous studies on similar thiolated AuNP thin films have

Figure 4. Kinetic gas response for the AuNPs monolayer, calix bilayers and their
hybrid film obtained using SPR method under exposure to saturated vapour of chlo-
roform. Inset: the kinetic response of the hybrid film obtained during two consecutive
exposures of saturated vapour of chloroform.
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Table 1. The normalized maximum response for all tests of gas
exposures.

Normalized response (%)

Thin films Benzene Toluene Chloroform DCM

AuNPs (1L) 0.27 0.81 0.62 No signal
Calix (2L) 1.93 0.81 1.13 No signal
AuNPs (1L)+calix (2L) 0.92 1.30 2.63 2.54

exhibited the highest response to polar analytes. The lig-
and overlap regions between adjacent AuNPs are saturated
hydrocarbon chains that allow non-polar molecules (i.e., ben-
zene or toluene) to be partitioned within them and effectively
cause film swelling. If a polar compound was to be absorbed
in this film, it would be less favourable to partitioning within
a non-polar region [40–42].

In direct contradiction with this result, investigations per-
formed using SPR technique show the opposite behaviour.
The DCM vapour has the highest effect on the hybrid
film, while the minimum response was observed for ben-
zene exposure. The interaction mechanism should not be
explained with the same parameters for SPR technique where
the SPR sensitivity depends on the optical parameters and
the thickness of the thin films as already been explained
by equation (2). It is very well known that the interaction
of gas molecules with the thin film is believed to result in
the swelling of the thin film because of the diffusion of the
gas molecules into the bulk of the thin film. When the gas
molecules diffuse into the bulk of the thin film the refrac-
tive index of the thin film may change because of the dif-
ferences of the refractive indexes among the thin film and
the gas molecules. When the refractive index of the analyte
molecules is considered it is noteworthy that DCM with the
lowest refractive index value (n = 1.42) among all analytes
shows the highest response, whereas benzene with the high-
est refractive index value (n = 1.50) among all analytes
exhibits the lowest response, keeping in mind that the refrac-
tive index of the thin film was deduced as 2.61 by the fitting
of the SPR curves, which is not close to the analyte gases
refractive index values.

4. Conclusion

Hybrid thin films of AuNPs–calixarene molecules as well
as AuNPs monolayer and calixarene bilayer thin films have
been deposited using LS techniques. The fabrication qual-
ity of the thin films has been checked using the UV–visible
spectra and the SPR curve measurements of the thin films.
The results obtained using both techniques are consistent
with the literature. The thickness and optical parameters
of hybrid thin film of the calixarene molecules fabricated
onto the AuNPs monolayer have been reported for the first
time. Gas sensing measurements were performed using UV–
visible spectroscopy and surface plasmon resonance tech-
nique. The gas sensing results showed that the hybrid system

revealed enhanced gas sensing behaviour for most of the
studied analysts.
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